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Greg Allison has been with Endeavor Seafood since 2020. Prior to 
joining the Endeavor team, Greg worked at The Town Dock, Lang 

Pharma, and Dentovations within various supply chain & 
operations roles. 

Greg received his bachelor's degree from Regent University. He 
and his wife Jessica live in Rhode Island with their two-year-old 

son Elias, as well as their dog and two cats. Greg thoroughly 
enjoys music, having studied guitar for 25 years and spends free 
time composing and recording. He also enjoys hiking in the 
mountains of New England and days on the water in Rhode 
Island.

How you think when you lose determines how long it will be until 
you win. 
– G. K. Chesterton

Greg Allison
Supply Chain Manager
Endeavor Seafood
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Ricky Allyn has been with Tai Foong USA since 2013. Prior to 

joining Tai Foong, he was working as a merchandiser with K&L 

Distributors in Washington State.

Ricky attended the Evergreen State College and Bellevue 
College. He has a beautiful cat named Maya and lives in 

Renton Washington.  Ricky enjoys going to the gym, spending 

time with his friends & family, reading, playing video games, 

hiking, and has been recently teaching himself how to fish.

The problem is not the problem. The problem is your attitude 

about the problem. 

– Captain Jack Sparrow

Ricky Allyn
Operations
Tai Foong USA, Inc.
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Chris was recently recruited to become part of the executive

team at Harvest Select. Previously, Chris worked for over 30

years in the catfish industry and has experience

in all aspects of the business.

Chris completed his undergraduate studies at University of

Alabama. He and his wife Jennifer have two children and live

in Tuscaloosa, Alabama. Roll Tide! Chris enjoys traveling and

being involved with his daughter Eve (a freshman at the

University of Alabama) and watching his son Reagan play
varsity football at Tuscaloosa Academy.

“Every strike brings me closer to the next home run.”

– Babe Ruth

Chris Barnette
Harvest Select Catfish
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Regina has had a long-standing career in the CPG industry.  She’s 
enjoyed working for multiple Fortune 500 companies throughout her 

30-year career.  Regina excels in Sales, Retail, and Broker 
Management.  She’s currently working as a National Account 
Manager representing multiple brands at Rich’s largest customer.  
Driving high-functioning relationships is one of Regina’s strengths and 
each day she strives to inspire passion & excitement around shared 

goals and values.  

After moving 5x with PepsiCo, Regina and her husband Chris are 
quite content living in NW Arkansas.  They have 2 adult kids; one lives 
in TX and the other in AZ.  As first-time empty nesters, Regina & Chris 

are planning to travel a lot in the future!  

Do Something for Others!

Regina Beecroft
Consumer Brands Division / Sales
Rich Products
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Michael has been with Lineage Logistics since 2019. Prior to 

that, he served Sales Manager for Preferred Freezer Services 

since 2011. 

Michael received his bachelor's degree from Ramapo 
College of New Jersey. He, his partner, Jessica and his two 

daughters live in Central NJ. Mike enjoys spending time with 

his family, cooking, and working on various music and 

production projects. 

“Go the extra Mile. It’s never crowded there.“

– Dr. Wayne Dyer

Michael Bowman
Director, Regional Sales
Lineage Logistics
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Rick Chien has been with Ammon International Inc. since 

2020. Before that he was working as a marketer in the fitness 

industry.  

Rick received his bachelor’s degree in Marketing from Bentley 

University. Rick enjoys playing basketball, watching NBA, and 

eating good food.  

Rick Chien
Director Executive
Ammon International Inc. 
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Steve has been with CFP for 7 years. Prior to this he was the North 

American FP&A Manager.

for Philips Electronics.

Steve earned a degree in finance from Sale State University and 
completed his MBA through the University of Massachusetts. He 

also has a certificate in sustainability and recently obtained his 

CMA. Steve lives in the suburbs of Boston MA, enjoys being active, 

outdoors and exploring national parks.

You only have one life so use it well.

Steven Ciano
CFO
Channel Fish Processing Co Inc.
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Anthony Cigliano has been with Southwind Foods since 

2018 but has been working in the seafood industry since 

2004.  

After high school Anthony immediately followed in his 
family's footsteps and went to work for their seafood 

company. He and his wife Gail have 3 children and live 

in Rolling Hills, California.  Anthony enjoys playing golf, 

attending USC football games, spending time with his 

family and watching his kids do gymnastics & baseball. 

“There may be people that have more talent than you, 

but there’s no excuse for anyone to work harder than 

you do.”

– Derek Jeter

Anthony Cigliano
Director of Operations
Southwind Foods
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Grace Diaz has been with Raw Seafoods, Inc. for almost 

four years. She is currently in the Purchasing Department, 

but she has evolved in different areas within the 

company.  

Grace received her master’s degree in Operation and 

Supply Chain Management from Johnson and Wales 

University. She lives with her husband in Rhode Island. 

Grace loves to be outdoor and spent time with her family, 

especially her nephew. 

What we fear of doing most is usually what we most need 

to do. 

– Ralph Waldo Emerson

Grace Diaz
Buyer
Raw Seafoods, Inc. 
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Padraic Doherty is the CRO of Fortune International and is based out of Union, NJ. In 

2005, Padraic was enticed to transition from operations to sales, pivoting to a career 

in fine food sales at D'Artagnan, as a Sales Representative in the Greater Boston area. 
During his 18-year tenure at D'Artagnan, Padraic led the sales team and the 

company’s strategy of national expansion for the D'Artagnan brand, eventually 

overseeing all aspects of the business.

In his role as CRO of Fortune International, Padraic will continue to lead the national 
expansion, distribution business and all its subsidiary brands and divisions.

Padraic grew up in a small fishing community south of Boston, where, at a young 

age, he developed a passion for great food and hospitality. After earning his BA in 

Hospitality Management at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Padraic gained 
diverse industry experience ranging from independent restaurants to luxury hotels. In 

his free time, Padraic enjoys cooking, glamping, fishing and spending time with his 

family.

Luck is what  happens when preparat ion meets opportunity.
– Seneca

Padraic Doherty
Chief Revenue Officer
Fortune International, LLC
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Jordan Espinosa has been with Sea Delight since 2019. Prior to 

joining Sea Delight, he has been in the seafood industry since 

2011. 

Jordan received his bachelor's degree in Business 
Administration from Miami Dade College. He and his fiancé 

Sara are planning to get married in 2024. Jordan enjoys scuba 

diving, watching football and entertaining with family and 

friends. 

The best way to get started is to quit talking and begin doing. 

– Walt Disney

Jordan Espinosa
Sales & Purchasing
Sea Delight LLC
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Megan Garcia has been with Chicken of the Sea since 2020. 

Prior to joining Chicken of the Sea, she worked at HB&M Sports 

and traveled with the NASCAR circuit. 

Megan received her bachelor's degree from Marymount 
California University. She and her fiancé Ray currently reside in 

Orlando, FL. Megan enjoys traveling, spending time on the 

lake and anything to do with her dog, Skip.

Ambition is the path to success. Persistence is the vehicle you 
arrive in.

– Bill Bradley 

Megan Garcia
Account Executive
Chicken of the Sea Frozen Foods
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I have been with Riverence since November of 2021.  Prior to 
joining Riverence, I was in the tech world for 7 years. I progressed 

through several roles and had the opportunity to live in both 

Europe and Australia where I learned how business works abroad.  
Switching from tech to aquaculture is a huge change in industry 

and I am constantly learning.  Looking forward to continuing to 
learn and grow through NFI and the Future Leader’s program.

I earned a BS in Business from Cal Poly San Luis Obispo. My dog 
Elton (huge Elton John fan) and I live in Salt Lake City, UT. I enjoy 

playing soccer, reading, running, hiking and really anything 
outdoors.  Always up to try something new!

“When each day is the same as the next, it’s because people fail 
to recognize the good things that happen in their lives every day 

that the sun rises” 
– Paulo Coelho

Brittainy Gebo
VP of Finance
Riverence
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Brian Haller has been with ASMG since June 2022. Prior to 

joining ASMG, he was the Corporate Controller at Silver 

Bay Seafoods and was a CPA working in business 

assurance at Moss Adams. 

Brian received bachelor’s degrees in Business 

Administration and Communication from Washington 

State University. He and his wife, Sarah live in the Ballard 

neighborhood of Seattle, WA. Brian enjoys golf, skiing, and 

spending time with friends and family.

You miss 100 percent of the shots you don't take.

– Wayne Gretzky

Brian Haller
Corporate Controller
Arctic Storm Management Group, LLC
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Patrick Harmalik
Director of Non-Commercial Sales 
Slade Gorton & Co.

Patrick has worked in the foodservice sector for over 25 years 

and has specialized in seafood since 2008.  He began his career 

working in restaurants before working as a broker. Patrick joined 

Slade Gorton in 2017 as a Key Account Manager before being 

promoted to his current level in 2021.

He is self-motivated, organized and very detailed-oriented. He 

prides himself in working effectively and efficiently at all he does. 

Patrick is a happily married family man that loves spending time 

with his two boys, a 5-year-old and a 19-month-old. In his free 

time Patrick enjoys his family, golfing, fishing, skiing, and hiking.

“I never lose. I either win or I learn”

– Nelson Mandela  
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Tom Houston has worked in aquaculture for ten  years and 

Harvest Select for the last seven. He began with Harvest 

Select on the farms as a Farm Manager and has progressed 

to his current role as Director of Business Development. 

Tom grew up in northern Virginia before attending Auburn 

University. Tom has 2 daughters ages 1 and 3. In his free time 

he enjoys watching college football, running and bowfishing. 

“The key to success is confidence and the key to confidence 
is preparation”

– Arthur Ashe

Tom Houston
Director of Business Development
Harvest Select Catfish
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Izzy started with Americold in 2022. Prior to joining Americold, he 

was with PepsiCo-Frito Lay.

Izzy received his bachelor's degree in Economics from The 

University of Georgia. He currently resides in Atlanta, GA. Izzy 
enjoys traveling, golfing, and watching UGA football.

“My motto was always to keep swinging. Whether I was in a 

slump or feeling badly or having trouble off the field, the only 

thing to do was keep swinging.” 
– Hank Aaron

Izzy Jackson
Customer Care Manager, Key Accounts
Americold
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Katie Kecyk has been with Gorton’s since 2013.  She 

joined Gorton’s in the Research & Development group 

before moving into Operations.  She holds her Bachelor’s 

degree in Food Science & Technology from UMass 

Amherst. 

Katie and her husband Alex live on Cape Ann in 

Massachusetts with their two children.  They enjoy beach 

days year-round.  Reading, running and eating are some 

of her favorite things.

Those who know do not tell.  Those who tell do not know.

– Lao Tzu

Katie Kecyk
Manager of Capacity & Production Planning
Gorton's
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Gustavo has been with Cargill since 2016. Prior to joining 

Cargill, he has worked at DuPont  and Dell Technologies in 

diverse Sales, Marketing & Business Development roles. 

Gustavo received his MBA from The University of Chicago 
Booth School of Business in 2010. He and his wife Paulina 

have three children and live in Minneapolis. Gustavo enjoys 

being outdoors, particularly skiing and mountain biking. He is 

also an enthusiastic home cook.

You have to assemble your life yourself, action by action.

– Marcus Aurelius

Gustavo Lara
Seafood Commercialization Manager
Cargill
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Paul Lumsden has been with Trident Seafoods for 11 years. 

Prior to joining Trident, he was a commercial salmon 

fisherman and ran sport fishing charters.  

Paul received his bachelor's degree from Eastern 
Washington University. He currently lives in Kodiak, Alaska 

with his wife and stepdaughter.  Paul enjoys everything 

outdoors, traveling, and cooking meals from the fish & 

game he harvests.

You miss 100% of the shots you don’t take. 

– Wayne Gretzky

Paul Lumsden 
Regional Director of Operations
Trident Seafoods Corporation
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Tomo has been with Red Shell Sushi since 2019.  Before 

Red Shell, he was CEO at Japanese CPG companies, 

Hakubaku USA and Hoyu America.

Tomo is a native of Japan and moved to the U.S. in 2003.  
He received an MBA from University of California, Irvine.  

Tomo lives in Orange County, CA with his wife, daughter 

and two cats.  Outside of work, he enjoys spending time 

with his family, watching sports and exploring new 

cuisines from different countries.

Rome was not built in a day.

Tomo Matano
President & CEO
Red Shell Sushi
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Laura McDearis has been with MSC for 6 years where she 

oversees US corporate partnerships and commitments to 

sustainable seafood. Prior to MSC, she co-founded a seafood 

CPG start-up in California, consulted on the management of 

the spiny lobster fishery in the Galapagos, worked as an 
onboard observer for the snow crab fishery in Alaska, and led 

trips around the state of AK. 

Laura has a master's degree from UCSB. She and her family 

live in Washington state where they enjoy spending time in 
the outdoors.  

And into the forest I go, to lose my mind and find my soul.

– John Muir

Laura McDearis
Senior Market Manager, US
Marine Stewardship Council
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Gary Morrison has been with Urner Barry since 2013, a boomerang employee with 

a stint from 2001-2006 as well. In between, Gary was a financial adv isor with Merrill 
Lynch. As a Price Reporting Agency (PRA), Urner Barry is responsible for prov iding 
benchmark pricing that enables efficient trade in the protein industry. His main 

responsibilities include the shrimp and frozen lobster markets, beef markets, and 
HR functions. 

Gary received his bachelor's degree from Rutgers University and later his MBA 

from Georgian Court University. Gary enjoys traveling, reading, fitness, and 
playing ice hockey & golf. He still cheers on the University of Maryland – where he 

initially started and played on the hockey team. In his spare time, he finds running 
his fitness business and craft brewery fun and exciting. He and his wife have two 
daughters. 

There are no secrets to success. It is the result of preparation, hard work, and 
learning from failure. 
– Colin Powell

Gary Morrison
Vice President
Urner Barry
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Sean Nicholas has been working for Southstream Seafoods 

since 2012. Before that he was the logistics coordinator for 

Bananagrams Inc in Providence RI.

Sean attended the Connecticut School of Broadcasting for 
communications, radio-TV play by play, and sports journalism. 

He and his wife have a daughter and live in Northern Rhode 

Island.  Sean has always had a passion for music and 

throughout his twenties toured with national acts as a singer. 

The only time I set the bar low is for limbo. Always keep the bar 

raised no matter what.     

– Michael Scott

Sean Nicholas
Procurement & Logistics Manager
Southstream Seafoods Inc.
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Kelly has been with Aqua Star since 2021. Before joining 

the seafood industry she worked in Property 

Management for 7 years. 

Kelly earned her Associates Degree with a concentration 
in English at Bellevue College. She and her young 

daughter live in the greater Seattle area with their two 

cats.  Kelly enjoys spending her free time outdoors 

exploring the Pacific Northwest. 

A person who never made a mistake never tried 

anything new. 

– Albert Einstein

Kelly Onarheim
Operations Specialist
Aqua Star
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Jacob Owens has worked with McKinley for three years. Prior to 

joining McKinley, he was a commercial fisherman in Bristol Bay. 

Jacob was born and raised in Alaska. He received his bachelor’s 

degree from the University of Dallas. He currently lives in Alaska, 
enjoying the beauty and wilderness his state has to offer. 

The charm of fishing is that it is the pursuit of what is elusive but 

attainable, a perpetual series of occasions for hope.

– John Buchan

Jacob Owens
Associate
McKinley Alaska Private Investment
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Joe Perri has been with Great American since 2013. 

After high school, Joe started his career in the seafood industry 

joining the family business following two generations before him.  

He and his girlfriend Alex live in Rancho Palos Verdes, California. 
Joe enjoys fishing the southern California waters, playing & 

coaching basketball and going to LA Rams football games. 

“Ability is what you’re capable of doing. Motivation determines 

what you do. Attitude determines how well you do it.”
– Lou Holtz 

Joe Perri 
National Sales Manager, 
Great American Seafood Imports Co.
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Athul Paul Prakash has been with Blue Sea products LLC since 2012. His 
passion for logistics began with his first job as a warehouse assistant at 

Walmart (UK). He was fascinated by how products from overseas were 

shipped, tracked, stored and delivered to the end customer.
Paul received his Master's degree in Logistics from Coventry University, 

UK. 

Paul and his wife Tina have two beautiful daughters Hosanna Paul & 

Malakha Paul currently residing in Princeton NJ. Paul enjoy staying up-
to-date on the latest trends and innovations, and is always looking for 

ways to improve the efficiency and passionate about helping 
companies reduce costs and streamline operations

"The only way to do great work is to love what you do." 
– Steve Jobs

ATHUL PAUL PRAKASH
Director Global Procurement, QA, Import Traffic & Operations

Blue Sea Products LLC
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Savanna Ronco has been with Seattle Fish Co. since June 

2021. Before joining the Seattle Fish team, Savanna worked 

in the hospitality industry. She’s a member of NFI’s 

Communication & Education committee. 

Savanna was born and raised in the New Orleans area and 

graduated from Louisiana State University with a 

Communications degree. She’s lived in Denver for 7 years 

and enjoys hiking and camping with her dog Sawyer. 

“Wherever you go becomes a part of you somehow.”

– Anita Desai

Savanna Ronco
Marketing & Brand Specialist
Seattle Fish Co.
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Olga Semenovich has been with Trident Seafoods since 

2015. Prior to joining Trident, she worked in seafood product 

development in Russia. 

Olga received her M.S. and PhD in Food Science and 
Technology and Master’s degree in Management. She and 

her husband Vlad have a son and live in Seattle.  Olga 

enjoys hikes, nature, reading, learning painting, and 

volunteers as a Swim Judge at swim competitions. 

Hope is not a strategy. Luck is not a factor. Fear is not an 

option.

– James Cameron

Olga Semenovich
R&D Director
Trident Seafoods Corporation
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Jonathan Silva has been with AquaBounty since January 

2022.  Prior to joining AQB, he spent most of his career in 

various Finance roles within the Medical Device and 

Technology industry.

Jonathan received his bachelor’s degree from Bentley 

University and his MBA from Northeastern University in 

Massachusetts. He and his wife Molly have two children and 

live outside of Boston, MA.  Jonathan coaches his kid's 

basketball, is a high school basketball official and an avid 
golfer.

“Yesterday’s home runs don’t win today’s games.”

– Babe Ruth

Jonathan Silva
Director, Financial Planning & Analysis
AquaBounty Technologies, Inc.
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Kedrin Simms Brachman has been with NFI since 2015, and is the 

“Face of NFI” on Capitol Hill. Prior to her career in seafood, she 

was a lobbyist with the National Association of Home Builders, 

and worked in both the Bush Administration and 

on Capitol Hill.

Kedrin received her bachelor's degree from Bishop’s University 

(Canada).  She and her husband Ellis live in Northern Virginia with 

their adorable dog, Rufus. Kedrin enjoys skiing, reading, barre 

classes and trying to master baking croissants.

“Just because you do not take an interest in politics doesn't 

mean politics won't take an interest in you.” 

– Pericles 

Kedrin Simms Brachman
Director, Government Relations and Political Programs 
National Fisheries Institute
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Sam Stogner is a brand marketing professional that has 
been with Rich’s since January 2021. Prior to Rich’s, Sam 
was with Newell Brands and now continues to have a 
passion reaching consumers in a positive way. 

Sam received her bachelor's degree from the University 
of South Carolina and currently resides on St. Simons 
Island, GA with her dog, Hootie. She enjoys live music, the 
beach, and is looking forward to relocating to Chicago, 
IL and pursuing her MBA at Kellogg School of Business in 
the Fall of 2023.

“Ready” is just a word that keeps your feet from moving 
- Unknown

Sam Stogner
Associate Marketing Manager, SeaPak, Rich Products 
Corporation
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George Torres has been with Quirch Foods  since 2011. Prior to 

joining Quirch Foods, he was a Sr. Compliance Officer with 

DOACS State of Florida Division of Food Safety and former 

manager for Publix Supermarkets Inc. in the retail sector. 

George received his degree in Business Administration with a 

minor in Psychology & Science. He and his wife Maria have two 

children and live in Miami, Florida.  George enjoys fishing, 

traveling, being active and spending time with his family.

The way to get started is to quit talking and begin doing. 

– Walt Disney

George Torres
Quality Assurance Manager
Quirch Foods LLC
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Abbey Vahhaij has been with CenSea, Inc. since 2018. She has 

worn a variety of different hats over the years, but most recently 

has focused mainly on Domestic Logistics. 

Abbey received her bachelor's degree from University of Missouri. 
She and her boyfriend Alex live in Chicago, IL. Abbey enjoys 

being active, traveling, and trying out new recipes. Outside of 

working at CenSea, she teaches fitness classes at a local studio in 

her neighborhood. 

You’re braver than you believe, stronger than you seem, and 

smarter than you think 

– A.A. Milne 

Abbey Vahhaji
Logistics Manager
CenSea, Inc. 
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Heidi Weeks
Account Executive, SeafoodSource
Diversified Communications

Heidi has been part of the SeafoodSource sales team with 

Diversified Communications for seven years. Prior to this, she 

held integral roles in the partnership marketing and 

merchandising for the Maine retailer, 

L.L.Bean.  She also worked in the investment industry. 

Heidi received her Bachelor of Arts degree from the 

University of New Hampshire.  She, her husband William, and 

daughter Ruth enjoy living in Maine, and interests include 

skiing, golfing, farming, and hiking. 

“It wasn’t raining when Noah built the ark.” 

– Unknown
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Zach White has been with K&P Seafood since 2016.  He started 

as the Associate Protein Buyer in 2023 after previously serving 

as the Supply Planner for the Brunswick, GA, facility, since 2018.

Zach received his bachelor's degree from Georgia Southern 
University. He and his wife Sandy reside in Atlanta, GA, with 

their golden retriever, Max.  Zach is an avid golfer who loves 

hiking in the mountains, good food, and good music.

"The secret to golf, and business, is to turn three shots into two.“
– Bobby Jones

Zach White
Associate Protein Buyer
King and Prince Seafood
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Noëlle Wisneski has been with the Global Seafood Alliance 

since July 2021. Prior to joining GSA, she was living in 

Iceland completing her master’s degree.

Noëlle received her bachelor’s in Marine Affairs and 
master’s in Ocean Food Systems from the University of New 

England in Biddeford, ME.  She likes to spend her free time 

reading and tending to her garden. Noëlle likes to travel 

and hopes to visit every continent.

The most beautiful things in the world cannot be seen or 

touched, they are felt with the heart

– Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, Le Petit Prince

Noëlle Wisneski
Certification Specialist
Global Seafood Alliance
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Seitaro Yanai has been with Clearwater Seafoods LP since 

2017. Prior to joining Clearwater, he was with ARIAKE USA and 

lead NA food ingredients business under Japanese company. 

Seitaro Yanai received his Master's degree from Tokyo 
Metropolitan University. He and his wife Michele have two 

children and live in Las Vegas.  Seitaro enjoys watching Eagles 

games, Angeles games, spending time and traveling with his 

family.  

Maintaining the current situation is just going backwards

– Walt Disney

Seitaro Yanai
Asian Sales Manager – USA
Clearwater Seafoods LP
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Amie Young has been with ULTCO since the company’s 
inception in 2016. As Logistics and Import Manager, she oversees 

the importation of fresh, frozen, and value added containers by 
air and sea as well as directs all domestic distribution. Prior to 
joining ULTCO, she was the Import Lead at Commodity 
Forwarders in Los Angeles, and Customer Service Manager at 
Forward Air.

Amie relishes the fast pace and creative problem solving 
logistics requires. She believes fostering excellent working 
relationships with her network of partners is critical to success. 
Offline she enjoys spending time with her family, traveling, 

camping, and summers at the beach.

We don’t grow when things are easy, we grow when we face 
challenges.

Amie Young
Logistics and Import Manager
ULTCO
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Lydia Zaiter has been with Quirch Foods  since 2003 with the 

Seafood Department. Changed roles during 2015-2021and 

joined Chiquita Banana as Packaging buyer and GFS as an 

Account Manager. Rejoined Quirch in 2021. 

Lydia received her bachelor’s at University of Puerto Rico in 

Finance. She and her family live in central Florida. Lydia 

enjoys watching her 10 yr. old play basketball every 

weekend. She also enjoys traveling with her husband and 

son. 

A man only has the right to look down at another when he 

helps him to lift himself up.

– Gabriel Garcia Márquez

Lydia Zaiter
Purchasing Seafood Specialist
Quirch Foods
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